
E S L  /  E F L  R E S O U R C E S Making Suggestions Interactive Lesson

A. Below are pictures of eight presents. Write the names of the presents under the pictures.

a watch

B. Answer the questions about the presents.

1. Rank the presents from the most expensive (1) to the least expensive (8).

1. ___________________________________ 5. ___________________________________

2. ___________________________________ 6. ___________________________________

3. ___________________________________ 7. ___________________________________

4. ___________________________________ 8. ___________________________________

2. Which present would you most and least like to receive for your birthday? Why?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

3. Which would be the best and worst present for your dad? Why?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
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Making Suggestions Interactive Lesson

C. Fred and Lucy are suggesting birthday presents for their dad. Complete the dialogue with 
the words from the box.

let's        how about         instead        what about        don't think so         

why don't        don't think         sounds good         perfect         shall we

Lucy: It's Dad's birthday on Friday. (1) _____________ buy him some socks?

Fred: I (2) _____________ that's a good idea. Socks are such a boring present to give someone.

Lucy: (3) _____________ taking him to a football match then?

Fred: Hmm. I (4) _____________.The tickets would be quite expensive. (5) _____________ 

we make a birthday cake for him (6) _____________?

Lucy: We are both terrible at cooking. (7) _____________ buying him a watch?

Fred: Yes, that (8) _____________. He doesn't have a watch. (9) _____________ go to the 

shopping mall this afternoon and buy one.

Lucy: That's (10) __________________.

D. Which phrases do Fred and Lucy use to…

1: make a suggestion

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

2: accept a suggestion

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

3: reject a suggestion

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
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E. Answer the following questions about Lucy and Fred's conversation.

1. Which presents from Exercise A do Fred and Lucy talk about?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

2. Which present do they decide on? Why?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

3. Do you agree with their choice? Why (not)?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Now, discuss your answers with a partner.

F. It's your friend's birthday next week and you want to get him or her a present. In pairs, follow 
the prompts below and create a conversation where you make, accept and reject suggestions 
for a friend's birthday present.

Student A

Mention it's a friend's birthday and suggest 
buying a present

________________________________

Suggest a present

________________________________

Reject the suggestion 
and suggest an alternative

________________________________

Accept and suggest a place to meet

________________________________

Student B

Accept the suggestion

________________________________

Reject the suggestion 
and suggest an alternative

________________________________

Accept and suggest when to buy it

________________________________

Accept the suggestion

________________________________

G. Now, read your conversation to the class.
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